We develop results which show that elements in the radical of a commutative Banach algebra are often precluded from having prime-like properties if we avoid certain exceptional situations involving torsion elements. This makes the proof of the Singer-Wermer conjecture conceptually much clearer. It also motivates the definition of an element having regular powers and allows us to strengthen our previous results concerning necessary conditions for a commutative Banach algebra A to be the semidirect product of some subalgebra together with a specified principal ideal sA > , or, equivalently, concerning necessary conditions for there to be an algebraic splitting of the short exact sequence
case where A is a commutative Banach algebra. We will use the terms subspace, subalgebra, ideal, and homomorphism in the algebraic sense, i.e. even if there is a topology on the algebra, we do not assume that substructures are closed or that maps are necessarily continuous. In the course of this paper we will see many situations in which topological consequences (closedness, continuity, etc.) follow automatically. While we do not require that the algebra A have an identity element, we will want principal ideals to contain their generators. Therefore, let A > denote A in the case that A has an identity element, otherwise, adjoining an identity element in the usual way, we define A > #C } 1ÄA. Definition 1.1. Let a and b be two elements of the commutative algebra A. We say that a divides b, and we write a | b if there exists u # A > such that b=au.
Note that in the previous definition we may have to go into A > in order to obtain the quotient. We now have the usual notion of a prime element. Definition 1.2. Let A be an integral domain. We say that an element p of A is prime if whenever x and y are two elements of A such that p | xy then either p | x or p | y.
One problem in using the above definition is the requirement that A be an integral domain (which is necessary in most cases for there to exist any prime elements). We seek a productive generalization of the concept of prime element which will work when the algebra fails to be an integral domain. If one considers algebras of formal power series, then the properties of the generator motivate the following. Definition 1.3. Let q # A, k # N with k 2 and [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ] A. We say that [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ] satisfies subdivisibility with respect to q if q | x r x s for r<s
We say that q is almost k-prime if whenever [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ] satisfies subdivisibility with respect to q then there exists [u 1 , u 2 , ..., u k ] A > such that k j=1 (x j &qu j )=0.
We say that q is weakly almost k-prime if whenever [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ] satisfies subdivisibility with respect to q then there exists [u 1 , u 2 , ..., u k ] A > such thatk j=1 (x j &qu j ) # q k A > .
Definition 1.4. Let p be an element of A. We say that p is almost prime if p k is almost (k+1)-prime for all k # N. We say that p is weakly almost prime if p k is weakly almost (k+1)-prime for all k # N. Finally, we let T ( p) denote the p-torsion elements of A
If the commutative algebra A is an integral domain it is easy to see that an element p is prime if and only if it is almost prime. It is also clear that an element is weakly almost prime if it is almost prime. It is not immediately clear why the less stringent condition of weakly almost prime would be needed, but we will see that this definition is useful when one has to consider the algebra modulo those elements which are divisible by arbitrarily high powers of p : A > Â( j=1 p j A).
The most important result about weakly almost prime elements is the following so-called RSL-Lemma, which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.14 in [11] , and which is (re)stated below, using the above definitions.
RSL Lemma. Let R be a commutative radical Banach algebra. Let r be any non-nilpotent element of R satisfying r # rR. Then r is not weakly almost k-prime (and hence not almost k-prime) for any k # N with k 2.
We can now summarize the proof of the Singer Wermer conjecture [11, Theorem 4.4] as follows. Reductions of B. E. Johnson [8] and the author show that if there did exist a (possibly discontinuous) derivation on a commutative Banach algebra which did not map into the (Jacobson) radical, there would exist a commutative radical Banach algebra R and a derivation D from R > into itself with an element b # R satisfying D(b)=1 and b l # b l+1 R > for some l # N. Further work shows that the quotient, R > Â( j=1 b j R), would be an algebra of formal power series, from which it easily follows that b is weakly almost prime. However, consider the element r=b l . Since b is weakly almost prime, r must be weakly almost (l+1)prime. But it is easily seen that r is non-nilpotent and r # rR. This contradicts the RSL-Lemma. Hence, every derivation on a commutative Banach algebra maps into the radical.
For the remainder of this section we will focus attention on semi-direct decompositions of commutative algebras. Definition 1.5. We say that a commutative algebra A has a decomposition as a semi-direct product if there exists a subalgebra B of A and a non-trivial ideal J of A such that
A=B+J
and
We will use the shorthand notation
In the case that A already contains an identity element 1 we say that the decomposition is unital if 1 # B.
We will only be concerned with the case where J is a non-trivial principal ideal, so there exists some non-zero element s # A such that J=sA > . Although we allow B to be trivial (i.e. A=sA > ), this possibility will be precluded for non-nilpotent s when we later specialize to commutative radical Banach algebras. The following proposition is well known from algebra but we quote it here without proof for later reference. Proposition 1.6. Let s be a non-zero element in the commutative algebra A. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) A has a decomposition as a semi-direct product A$B Ä sd sA > for some ( possibly trivial ) subalgebra B A.
(ii) The following short exact sequence splits
i.e., there exists a homomorphism .: (AÂsA > ) Ä A such that . composed with the canonical quotient map is the identity on (AÂsA > ).
By a relative unit for s we will mean the usual, namely an element e # A such that es=s. We now have some easy algebraic consequences of a semidirect decomposition provided we eliminate cases where there are relative units in A different from 1 # A > . Lemma 1.7. Suppose that A has a decomposition as a semi-direct product A$B sd sA > for some non-zero element s # A and ( possibly trivial) subalgebra B A. In the case that A already contains an identity element 1 we assume in addition that the decomposition is unital (i.e. 1 # B). Also suppose that no power of s has a relative unit in A which differs from the identity 1 in A > (specifically, the equation s k =s k x is solvable in A only when A > =A and x=1). Then the following hold:
(i) the element s is almost 2-prime,
if, in addition, T (s) sA, then the decomposition (as a (k+2)fold sum) of any element of A in (ii) above is unique for each k # N; hence, an element is divisible by s k+1 if and only if the first k+1 terms of the expansion in (ii) vanish;
(iv) if, in addition, T (s) sA then the element s must be almost prime.
Proof. (of (i)) Let x and y be any elements of A such that s | xy. Expand x=b 1 +su 1 and y=b 2 +su 2 for some b 1 , b 2 in B and u 1 , u 2 in A > . Therefore,
is the (unique) expansion of xy as an element of B sd sA > and s divides xy. Hence b 1 b 2 =0, and this forces the equation (x&su 1 )( y&su 2 )= b 1 b 2 =0 to hold. Since x and y were arbitrary, this shows that s is almost 2-prime.
Continuing with (ii), we may repeatedly use the expansion A > = C } 1+A (although the sum is not direct if A already has an identity) as follows:
Continuing with (iii), assume, in addition, that the s-torsion elements, T (s) are contained in sA. It is routine that if multiplication by s forces an element x # A into T (s) then x is in T (s) already. Consequently, we see that sT (s)=T (s), i.e. that T (s) is s-divisible. Suppose now that t # T (s), k # N, and take any expansion of t in the above manner of (ii) t=a 0 +s(* 1 +a 1 )+s 2 (* 2 +a 2 )+ } } } s k (* k +a k )+s k+1 u, with [a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , ..., a k ] B, [* 1 , * 2 , ..., * k ] C, and u # A > . Since t # T (s)=sT (s), it must be the case that a 0 # sA > , but the fact that we have a semi-direct product forces a 0 =0. Therefore, it must follow that t=s(* 1 +a 1 )+s 2 (* 2 +a 2 )+ } } } s k (* k +a k )+s k+1 u.
If A contains an identity element then our assumption that the decomposition is unital forces (* 1 +a 1 ) # B. If A does not contain an identity element, the fact that the only solution to the equation s=sx in A is x=1 forces * 1 =0. Therefore, in any case we see that (* 1 +a 1 ) # B. In addition, it is clear that s(* 1 +a 1 ) # s 2 A > , from which it follows that (* 1 +a 1 ) # (sA > +T (s)) and that (* 1 +a 1 ) # sA > , since s-torsion elements are divisible by s within A. This contradicts the fact that B & sA > =[0], and forces (* 1 +a 1 )=0. We have thus shown that t=s 2 (* 2 +a 2 )+ } } } s k (* k +a k )+s k+1 u, and that s(* 2 +a 2 )+s 2 (* 3 +a 3 )+ } } } s k&1 (* k +a k )+s k u # T(s),
Repeated application of this argument easily shows that (* i +a i )=0 for i=1, 2, ..., k and we are left with t=s k+1 u. To summarize, we have shown that all s-torsion elements have null expansions with respect to the coefficients taken from (C } 1+B). Now suppose that uniqueness of the sum failed for some k # N. There would then exist [a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , ..., a k ] B, [* 1 , * 2 , ..., * k ] C, and u # A > such that 0=a 0 +s(* 1 +a 1 )+s 2 (* 2 +a 2 )+ } } } s k (* k +a k )+s k+1 u.
We first note that uniqueness in A$B Ä sd sA > forces a 0 =0. Again since the equation s=sx with x # A has only the solution x=1 it follows that (* 1 +a 1 ) # B and that (* 1 +a 1 )+s(* 2 +a 2 )+ } } } s k&1 (* k +a k )+s k u # T (s).
Since we showed above that s-torsion elements have null expansions with respect to the coefficients taken from (C } 1+B), we see that a 0 =(* 1 +a 1 )=(* 2 +a 2 )= } } } (* k +a k )=0, and, hence, that 0=s k+1 u. This establishes uniqueness. Suppose that an element x # A is divisible by s k+1 for some k # N. Then there exists u # A > such that x=s k+1 u, and it is clear that the first (k+1) terms of any expansion must vanish as a consequence of the uniqueness. Conversely, if the first (k+1) terms vanish, it is trivial that the element is divisible by s k+1 .
Continuing with (iv), let n # N with n 2 (we already know that s is almost 2-prime), and assume that [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n , x n+1 ] A and satisfies subdivisibility with respect to s n , i.e.
Expand each element x j using the (unique) decomposition that we just established with k=(n&1):
x 1 =a 10 +s(* 11 +a 11 )+ } } } s n&1 (* 1(n&1) +a 1(n&1) )+s n u 1
x 2 =a 20 +s(* 21 +a 21 )+ } } } s n&1 (* 2(n&1) +a 2(n&1) )+s n u 2 } } }
x n+1 =a (n+1) 0 +s(* (n+1) 1 +a (n+1) 1 )+ } } } s n&1 (* (n+1)(n&1) +a (n+1)(n&1) )+s n u (n+1)
For each of the above n+1 equations, subtract the last term on the right hand side, and obtain: (x 1 &s n u 1 )=a 10 +s(* 11 +a 11 )+s 2 (* 12 +a 12 )+ } } } s n&1 (* 1(n&1) +a 1(n&1) ) (x 2 &s n u 2 )=a 20 +s(* 21 +a 21 )+s 2 (* 22 +a 22 )+ } } } s n&1 (* 2(n&1) +a 2(n&1) ) } } } (x n+1 &s n u (n+1) )=a (n+1) 0 +s(* (n+1) 1 +a (n+1) 1 ) } } } s n&1 (* (n+1)(n&1) +a (n+1)(n&1) ) Now consider the element z=ǹ +1 j=1 (x j &s n u j ), noting that s n 2 | z and that when z is``multiplied out'' one obtains an n 2 &1degree polynomial ((n+1)(n&1)=n 2 &1) in s over (C } 1+B). This polynomial must be zero as a consequence of (iii) and the fact that it is divisible by s n 2 . Thereforeǹ +1 j=1 (x j &s n u j )=0, and we have shown that s n is almost n+1-prime. Since n was arbitrary, this shows that s is almost prime and completes the proof of the lemma. K
We next want to specialize to the case where A is a commutative Banach algebra. We require some definitions which have already been used productively in a number of places (see [1, 6, 11, 12] ). Definition 1.8. We say that s has a partial approximate identity if s is non-nilpotent and s # sA.
More generally, we say that some power of s has a partial approximate identity if there is k # N such that s is non-nilpotent and s k # s k A.
We say that s has closed descent k if there exists k # N such that
We sometimes simply say that s has finite closed descent if it has closed descent k for some k # N.
We note that if s has closed descent k for some k # N then it is routine to show that s k has a partial approximate identity and that
Structure theorems about generators in Banach algebras A in our area of consideration often break up into two cases, namely the case where some power of the generator s under consideration has a partial approximate identity, i.e.,
for some k # N, and the case where no power of the generator has a partial approximate identity, i.e, s k Â s k A, for all k # N or s is nilpotent.
In strengthening our results from [12] we would like to handle the former case in Section 2 and the latter case in Section 3 without additional assumptions. Unfortunately, in the former case there are technical problems with s-torsion elements; in the latter case counterexamples are actually possible when non-zero s* -torsion elements (the``dot'' denotes the coset in AÂ( n=1 s n A > )) are allowed to be present. We are therefore motivated to put some constraints on the above two alternatives which will exclude exceptional situations involving torsion elements: Definition 1.9. We say that a non-zero element s of a commutative Banach algebra A has regular powers if one of the following conditions holds:
(i) some power of the element s has a partial approximate identity and the s-torsion elements are s-divisible.
(ii) no power of the element s has a partial approximate identity and there are no non-zero s* -torsion elements, i.e.
for all x # A (so, in particular, s is non-nilpotent).
We make one more definition which is useful primarily when considering examples constructed from weighted shift operators (as in Section 4). Definition 1.10. We say that an element s of a commutative Banach algebra A is a cyclic vector if A=sA > .
Our main goal is to strengthen the result [12, Theorem 2.21], which states the topological consequences of a semi-direct decomposition, and which can be equivalently stated as follows:
Theorem. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with (Jacobson) radical R. If there exists a non-zero element s # A such that A possesses a semi-direct decomposition of the form
for some ( possibly trivial ) subalgebra B A, then at least one of the following associated conditions must hold :
(i) The element s does not have closed descent 1 and sA > +R is a closed ideal.
(iii) The algebra A is not radical, there exists a relative unit e for s, the ideals sA, sA > , and eA are all equal and closed, and B R.
We would like to note that our conjecture in [12] that the set 1 in condition (ii) is open (as well as closed) is false, as was shown by O. Berndt [2] .
Note that both cases (ii) and (iii) above force the algebra A to have elements which are not in the radical (that is, A properly contains R). Consequently, semi-direct decompositions of commutative radical Banach algebras must fall under case (i) if they occur at all. We will show (see Theorem 4.1) that such decompositions are not possible if s has regular powers.
We conjecture, but cannot prove, that if s does not have regular powers any remaining cases of semi-direct decompositions of commutative radical Banach algebras must be topological since the only known counterexamples are either built upon nilpotent s (see Section 2) or on algebras in which multiplication by s has closed range and there exist non-zero s* -torsion elements (see Section 3).
In any case, we note that if a commutative Banach algebra A which has a semi-direct decomposition as above is also a radical algebra then the subalgebra B cannot be trivial unless the element s is nilpotent. We wish to thank the referee for pointing out that this is actually an application of a result of Yood (c.f. [9, page 279]) but we give a short proof below for the convenience of the reader. 
This is a contradiction unless s is nilpotent since the spectrum of every element in R is [0]. Since we are assuming that s is non-nilpotent, the representation of r in (1.12) is unique. Now choose any * # C with 0< |*|<(1ÂM). The map
This, of course, is a contradiction since R is a radical algebra. Consequently sR > must be properly contained in R. K
SEMI-DIRECT DECOMPOSITIONS: PARTIAL APPROXIMATE IDENTITIES
In this section we will suppose that R is a commutative radical Banach algebra. Note then that R > $C } 1ÄR, the sum is direct, and R is naturally embedded as the unique maximal ideal of R > .
Our result here (Proposition 2.1) will handle (and refute) the first case of Definition 1.9. That is, we will show that a semidirect decomposition is not possible in the case where some power of s has a partial approximate identity and the s-torsion elements are s-divisible. This is a stronger assumption than we would like to make but it will certainly exclude trivial semi-direct decompositions. For example, given any commutative radical Banach algebra B let n # N, and s be a``formal'' element which satisfies s n =0 and
it is clear that R possesses a semi-direct decomposition in which the ideal
is principal, closed, and nilpotent.
We thus have the following proposition. Note that the assumption that s does not have a partial approximate identity precludes s having finite closed descent as well.
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a commutative radical Banach algebra and let s be a non-nilpotent element of R whose s-torsion elements are s-divisible (i.e. T (s) sR). If R possesses a semi-direct decomposition of the form
for some (necessarily non-trivial ) subalgebra B R then no power of s has a partial approximate identity.
Proof. Suppose that such a decomposition exists for such an element s # R and subalgebra B R. If a power of s had a partial approximate identity it is clear that there would then exist n # N such that s n # s n R.
If we let r=s n we see that r is a non-nilpotent element of the commutative radical Banach algebra R. The RSL-Lemma then shows that r is not almost k-prime for any value of k # N with k 2. In particular, r=s n is not (n+1)-prime. Note that if x # R is a solution to s k =s k x for some k # N, then (1&x) s k =0. But R is a commutative radical Banach algebra so that (1&x) is invertible. This means that s k =0, a contradiction. Also note that R, being radical, cannot have an identity element. Thus the assumptions of Lemma 1.7 (iv) are satisfied and s must be almost prime. This contradicts the fact that s n is not (n+1)-prime above. Therefore no power of s can have a partial approximate identity. K
SEMI-DIRECT DECOMPOSITIONS: NO PARTIAL APPROXIMATE IDENTITIES
In this section we will continue to suppose that R is a commutative radical Banach algebra.
Our result here (Proposition 3.9) will handle (and refute) the second case of Definition 1.9, namely that s is an element of R no power of which has a partial approximate identity and that there are no non-zero s* -torsion elements, i.e.
for all x # R. It is worthwhile digressing and showing why the latter condition above is necessary to preclude a semi-direct decomposition (especially in view of the fact that the author was for some time under the misconception that it could be eliminated).
Consider the following example. Choose a radical algebra weight &, that is, & is a function from the non-negative integers to the positive reals satisfying 
where the coefficients are, of course, chosen from the complex field. It is clear that R is a Banach space, and we make it into a commutative radical Banach algebra by defining the relations
for all n, m # N. The general form for multiplication of two elements of R is then \ : n=1 : n X n + :
The following inequalities,
for all n, m # N, show that the norm is submultiplicative and hence that R is a commutative Banach algebra. Finally, since both the generators X and Y are easily seen to be quasinilpotent, it must follow that R is a commutative radical Banach algebra. Let s be the indeterminate element X of R. Note that if we define
then it is easily verified that B is a closed subalgebra of R and that
If r is a general element of R then r= n=1 : n X n + m=1 ; m Y m for some complex sequences [: n ] n=1 and [; m ] m=1 . Let b= m=1 ; m Y m so that b # B. Observe that
. This shows that the element u=: 1 } 1+ n=1 : n+1 Y n is in R > and that r=b+su. We have therefore shown that R possesses the following semi-direct decomposition
It is easy to show that no power of s has a partial approximate identity. However, since n=1 s n R > =[0], and, since s(X&Y)=0 with (X&Y){0, the latter condition in the second case of Definition 1.9 does not hold, and hence s does not have regular powers. Note that this space also provides an example of a quasinilpotent multiplier (namely multiplication by s) which has closed range. Of course, such a multiplier cannot be injective.
Returning now to a general element s which does satisfy the second case of Definition 1.9, we see, in particular, that s cannot be nilpotent and that s does not have finite closed descent, so that s n Â s n+1 R > for all n # N. Hence,
is a chain of closed ideals of R > , where we are using the symbol``#'' to indicate proper containment. The only place in the chain where equality is possible is at R$sR > in which case the element s would have to be a cyclic vector (in the sense of Definition 1.10). Our initial lemmas, however, will be true in more generality so we will not immediately assume that s has regular powers. We will only suppose in the following that there is a fixed semi-direct decomposition of R with respect to a non-nilpotent element s R$B Ä sd sR > , for some (necessarily non-trivial) subalgebra B R. We will let % denote the (possibly discontinuous) projection from R onto the subalgebra B. It is clear that % is also an algebra homomorphism. At this point we need to introduce some terminology from the theory of automatic continuity. We can measure the discontinuity of % by considering the so-called separating subspace S(%) which is defined as the set
It is clear that S(%) is a closed subspace and, as a consequence of the closed graph theorem, is trivial if and only if % is continuous. Since S(%)=S(I&%) it is also clear that S(%) sR > . We will require some additional results concerning the separating subspace (see [10] for the major properties).
Our first task will be to analyze how B intersects sR > . We make some definitions to reduce notational complexity. It is routine to see that A 0 S(%) as follows. Let a # A 0 and choose a sequence [su i ] i=1 with lim i Ä su i =a. The sequence [a&su i ] i=1 tends to zero, and, since %(a&su i )=a it is immediate that lim i Ä %(a&su i )=a. Actually, it can be shown that
although we will not need this additional fact. The next lemma is a routine application of the theory of automatic continuity. 
Proof. Since multiplication by b commutes with % (i.e. b%( } )=%(b } ) for all b # B, although not necessarily for other elements) it is standard from the theory of automatic continuity [10] that given a sequence
are eventually stable. Therefore, such a q exists. If, in addition, each b i is an element of A 0 , the fact that
to hold for all n # N. Consequently, we see that Proof. Suppose that result (ii) fails, and that S(%) R | (s). Since R | (s) is a closed ideal, let Q : R > Ä [R > ÂR | (s)] be the canonical quotient map, which is, of course, continuous. Since Q(S(%))#[0], it follows that Q b % is continuous. But, since Q b %(sR > )#[0] it must also be the case that Q b %(sR > )#[0]. Since it is clear that R | (s) sR > , this means that Q b %(R | (s))#[0]. We claim that the non-trivial (quotient) commutative radical Banach algebra [RÂR | (s)] then has the following semi-direct decomposition:
where the``dot'' denotes the coset of the specified element in [R > ÂR | (s)].
It is easily verified that the first factor above is a subalgebra and the second factor is a non-trivial principal ideal generated by the non-zero element s* . It is also clear the these two factors sum to the whole quotient space, [RÂR | (s)]. In order to establish the claim we need to show that if a # B and u # R > such that 04 =a* +s* u* then it must follow that a* =04 and s* u* =04 . Suppose that this happens. Then there must exist r # R | (s) such that a+su=r. Using the fact above that
Therefore a* =04 , and is must then follow that s* u* =&a* =04 as well. Hence, we have shown that the (algebraic) semi-direct decomposition above in (3.5) is valid. Our next claim is that this decomposition is topological as well. Let %4 denote the associated projection and algebra homomorphism from 
for all x # R, the same would also hold for all x # R > since R is a radical algebra. This would make T an injective operator as well. We have therefore shown that if result (ii) fails then result (i) holds. This ends the proof of the proposition. K Note that if s has regular powers (in the sense of Definition 1.9) we may, as a consequence of Propositions 2.1 and 3.4, assume that S(%) 3 R | (s). We next construct a particular ideal N which we will fix for the remainder of this section. This construction is very reminiscent of [4] .
Definition 3.6. Assume that S(%) 3 R | (s). Recall our remarks about the stablity of the separating space in Lemma 3.3 above. It is then clear that we can choose a finite ( possibly empty, i.e. n may be zero) sequence
A 0 with the following property a n a n&1 } } } a 2 a 1 S(%) 3 R | (s), but aa n a n&1 } } } a 2 a 1 S(%) R | (s), for all a # A 0 . We can next choose elements of B&A 0 and continue to try to decrease the size of the closure, always avoiding containment in R | (s). Thus, we can find a finite ( possibly empty, i.e. m may be zero) sequence
and for each element b # B&A 0 either bb m } } } b 2 b 1 a n } } } a 2 a 1 S(%)=b m } } } b 2 b 1 a n } } } a 2 a 1 S(%), or bb m } } } b 2 b 1 a n } } } a 2 a 1 S(%) R | (s).
Let
Thus for each b # B&A 0 either bI=I or b # N. Since R | (s) is a closed ideal it is routine to verify that N is also a closed ideal, and that both R | (s) N and A 0 N. Although it may be of concern that different initial choices might produce different I's and N's we will eventually show that any such construction for an element s with regular powers will lead us to a contradiction. Meanwhile, we will consider that one such construction has been done and fixed for the remainder of this section. Proof. It is clear that sR > +N is an ideal. We will assume that it is not closed and reach a contradiction. Let x be an element of R such that Let R > I denote the ideal generated by I (I may not be closed under multiplication by general elements, such as s); that is, R > I consists of finite sums of products of elements of R > and I. Since
and it is also routine to check that (sR > I+R | (s)) is a closed ideal. Furthermore, since bI is dense in I, it is clear that
and, finally, that
Again let a``dot'' denote the coset in the quotient Banach algebra [R > ÂR | (s)]. We have shown that multiplication by s* acts densely on the closed quotient ideal [(R > I+R | (s))ÂR | (s)]. This means that
Since R > is a radical Banach algebra with identity this would force I R | (s), a contradiction. It follows that sR > +N is closed.
We now have some alternatives. If s # N then sI R | (s) and, since I 3 R | (s) there are non-zero s* -torsion elements. Furthermore, since I sR > , it follows that I 2 R | (s). This shows that condition (i) holds.
Alternatively, suppose that s Â N. Then we claim that the (quotient) commutative radical Banach algebra [RÂN] has the following semi-direct decomposition:
It is easily verified that the first factor above is a subalgebra and the second factor is a non-trivial principal ideal generated by s* . Since s* [R > ÂN]= [(sR > +N)ÂN] it is also clear that this principal ideal is closed. It is routine to see that these two factors sum to the whole quotient space, [RÂN] . In order to establish the claim we need to show that if b # B and u # R > such that 04 =b 4 +s* u* then it must follow that b 4 =04 and s* u* =04 . Suppose that this happens. Then there must exist x # N such that b+su=x. But this shows that the element b is in sR > +N. If b Â N then bI=I and repeating the argument above would (again) show that
a contradiction, since I 3 R | (s). We conclude then that b 4 =04 =s* u* and we have verified that the sum in (3.8) is direct.
Suppose that there are no non-zero s* -torsion elements, and assume that x # R and sx # N. Applying the definition of N, we see that sxI R | (s). We then conclude that xI R | (s). But this means that x # N and consequently result (ii) must hold. This ends the proof of the lemma. K
We now have our main result of this section. Proof. Assume that the conclusion is false, and no non-zero s* -torsion elements exist. Then the element s satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 1.9 and thus has regular powers. Proposition 3.4 shows that S(%) 3 R | (s) (alternative ii) so we may perform the construction of Definition 3.6. On appplying Lemma 3.7, it is clear that result (i) is not possible and, consequently, result (ii) must hold. In particular, this means that s Â N, that RÂN has the specified semi-direct decomposition, and that sx # N implies that x # N for all x # R. But the last assertion also holds for x # R > since R is a radical algebra. Now consider the (quotient) commutative radical Banach algebra [R > ÂN]. As usual, letting a``dot'' denote the coset, we see that
This shows that multiplication by s* on [R > ÂN] is an injective quasinilpotent operator with closed range, a contradiction, and the proposition is proved. K
SEMI-DIRECT DECOMPOSITIONS: MAIN RESULT AND EXAMPLES
When we combine Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 3.9 we immediately obtain our main theorem (both equivalent formulations are given).
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a commutative radical Banach algebra and let s be any non-zero element of R which has regular powers (in the sense of Definition 1.9). Then the following hold :
(i) the principal ideal sR > is not a semi-direct summand of R, that is, there does not exist a (trivial or non-trivial ) subalgebra B of R such that R$B Ä sd sR > .
(ii) the short exact sequence
does not split, that is, there does not exist a homomorphism . : (RÂsR > ) Ä R such that . composed with the canonical quotient map is the identity on (RÂsR > ).
This theorem shows that radical Banach algebras are``atomic'' with regard to semi-direct decompositions using principal ideals, provided we put some mild restrictions on the generator s of the principal ideal.
It is instructive to see what types of radical Banach algebras have elements s with regular powers. We require some preliminary lemmas. Recall the definition of cyclic vector (see Definition 1.10). If a cyclic vector is nilpotent we are essentially dealing with a finite dimensional algebra, so we exclude this case from consideration in the following lemmas. 
for all n # N. This direct sum decomposition is also topological, and for each n # N there exists a continuous projection P n from R onto span[s j ] n j=1 . In addition, the projections are upwardly compatible in the sense that P n P n+1 =P n for all n # N (Warning: the norms of the projections need not be bounded).
Proof. We start the decomposition of R as follows:
Since s does not have finite closed descent, s Â s 2 R > , and since a finite dimensional extension of a closed subspace is closed, we have that
and hence the result holds for n=1. Suppose that we have shown that
Using the fact that s is a cyclic vector, we see that
If span[s j ] n j=1 & s n+1 R > {[0] then for some n th degree polynomial p n (x) with constant term equal to zero we would have that p n (s) # s n+1 R > . Factor p n (x)=x t (x&* 1 ) } } } (x&* n&t ) where 1 t n and all the * i 's are nonzero. Since R is a radical algebra, s is quasinilpotent and we see that p n (s)=s t u where u is an invertible element in R > and s t u # s n+1 R > , and since s n+1 R > is a closed ideal, this forces
contradicting the fact that s does not have finite closed descent. Therefore, we have established the truthfullness of the n+1st case R$span[s j ] n j=1 Ä s n+1 R > , and induction establishes the result for all n # N. Since both of the above factors are closed subspaces, the open mapping theorem shows that the decomposition must also be topological and there exists a continuous projection P n mapping R onto span[s j ] n j=1 for each n # N. To show that P n P n+1 =P n it suffices to note that if x=* 1 s+* 2 s 2 + } } } * n s n +* n+1 s n+1 +u, where u # s n+2 R > , then P n+1 (x)=* 1 s+* 2 s 2 + } } } * n s n +* n+1 s n+1 , and P n (x)=* 1 s+* 2 s 2 + } } } * n s n , since (* n+1 s n+1 +u) # s n+1 R > . Now it is immediate that P n P n+1 (x)= P n (x) since P n (s j )=s j for all j=1, 2, ..., n and P n (s n+1 )=0. Since x was arbitary this finishes the proof of the lemma. K Proof. Let r # R and n # N and satisfy sr # s n+1 R > . If n=1 it is clear that r # s n R > since s is a cyclic vector. Hence we may suppose that n 2. Expand the element r using Lemma 4.2 to obtain r=* 1 s+* 2 s 2 + } } } +* n&1 s n&1 +u n , where u n # s n R > . Since sr # s n+1 R > and since sr=* 1 s 2 +* 2 s 3 + } } } +* n&1 s n +su n , with su n # s n+1 R > , uniqueness forces * 1 =* 2 = } } } =* n&1 =0. Therefore, it follows that r=u n # s n R > . K Proof. Assume that s does not have finite closed descent. First suppose that some power of s has a partial approximate identity. Then there would exist k # N such that s k # s k R. Since R=sR > this would show that s k # s k R s k+1 R > and hence that s has closed descent k, a contradiction.
Therefore no power of s has a partial approximate identity. We next need to show that
Let m # N and apply Lemma 4.3. Since
it follows that x # s m R > . Since m was arbitrary in N it follows that x # m=1 s m R > , and we have shown the Definition 1.9 (ii) is satisfied, so that s has regular powers. K
We now consider additional examples constructed in a manner similar to the construction of the counterexample in Section 3. These algebras are built upon power series where the norm is determined by a``weight'' attached to each power of the indeterminate (or, more generally, indeterminates). There is a vast literature on these types of algebras, and we will by no means make the most general definitions. Our purpose is simply to demonstrate that there are a large number of examples of commutative radical Banach algebras with elements s which have regular powers, some cyclic, some non-cyclic, and some of which have R | (s){[0]. Definition 4.5. Let w be a radical algebra weight, that is, w is a function from the non-negative integers to the positive reals satisfying the following three conditions:
(i) w(0)=1 and w(n) 1 for all n # N, (ii) w(n+m) w(n) w(m) for all n, m # N, (iii) lim n Ä w(n) 1Ân =0.
We let l 1 (w) denote the following subalgebra of the algebra of formal power series over the complex field: Multiplication in l 1 (w) is the usual multiplication of formal series. For a non-zero element f # l 1 (w) we define :( f ) to be the index of the first nonzero coefficient. It is then routine to show that (iv) no power of f has a partial approximate identity,
(v) f has regular powers.
(vi) if f is a standard element and :( f )=1 then f is a cyclic vector which does not have closed finite descent.
In order to construct examples R with cyclic vectors s such that R | (s){[0] we have to work a bit harder. The following spn-construction can be done in more generality but for conciseness we will only use radical algebras of power series and their quotients by non-standard ideals.
Definition 4.7. Let R(w) be a radical Banach algebra of power series, and let f # R(w) be an element with :( f )=1 which generates a nonstandard ideal I( f ) (see [13] for an example). Let a``dot'' be used to denote the coset in (R(w)ÂI( f )). We define a new Banach algebra as follows:
with the usual addition but modified (by``shifting'' the first product, and making the second factor nilpotent) multiplication: In any case the topology is the product topology and R(w) Ä spn (R(w)ÂI( f )) is seen to be a commutative radical Banach algebra. Letting N denote the nil radical of this algebra, it is clear that N=[0] Ä spn (R(w)ÂI( f )). Since f is a formal series whose first term, * 1 X, is non-zero it follows that the indeterminate element X 4 is contained in the closed linear span of any of the higher powers, that is, X 4 # span[X 4 m ] m=n in (R(w)ÂI( f )) for arbitrarily large n # N. It is then routine to establish the remaining conditions in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.8. Let R(w) Ä spn (R(w)ÂI( f )) be constructed as above where f is a non-standard element with :( f )=1. Let s=(X, 04 ). Then the following hold:
(i) If n is any natural number then X 4 # span[X 4 m ] m=n in (R(w)ÂI( f ).
(ii)
The nil radical N is equal [0] Ä spn (R(w)ÂI( f )), and is a closed ideal satisfying N 2 =[(0, 04 )].
(iii) Multiplication by s on N has dense range, that is sN=N, hence N contains a dense s-divisible subspace (a dense algebraic subspace D s of N such that sD s =D s ).
(iv) s n =(X n , (n&1) X 4 ) and s n (C } 1ÄR(w)Ä spn (R(w)ÂI( f ))= M n Ä spn (R(w)ÂI( f )), for all n # N.
(v) The element s is a cyclic vector which does not have finite closed descent.
(vi) The element s has regular powers and R | (s)=N.
We mention in passing that the algebra we have just constructed is also quite useful in general as a counterexample with many unusual properties. This is a consequence of the``shifted product'' from multiplication of the first factors. Hence note that Proposition 4.8 (iv.) shows that most of thè`m ass'' of the n th power of the generator s resides in the nil radical N. However, also note that the mapping g # R(w) Ä (g, &g* ) # R(w)Ä spn (R(w)ÂI( f )) is an isomorphic embedding of R(w). Thus, in particular, this algebra contains a copy of the non-standard ideal, I( f ), itself.
